January 2015
Hello and welcome to another exciting edition of Amici News.
We have lots in store for you again this time but none of it
would be possible without you. So please keep on sending your
news, views and contributions. The entry which features in our
poetry corner was cleverly adapted from a Country & Western
style song that was popular on Facebook in the summer. Here
is a sneak peek at what else is in store:
● Barnardo’s Charity concert
● Christmas concert
● Dear Uncle
● Getting to know you
● Diary
● Puzzle page
Dear Amici
We are now well into 2015 and our first few rehearsals of the year have been encouraging. We
have welcomed two new members and also two returning members. The first half of this year is
working out to be a busy time musically for the choir. Most of us ‘know’ the music we are singing
at the moment in preparation for our next CD recording on 21st February, but as Douglas has said,
‘there’s always room for improvement’. I know we will do our best to make this a really good
recording – and I think it will be because we enjoy singing the pieces so much. We shall continue
to keep these pieces ‘on the back burner’ so to speak, in readiness for the visit to Quedlinburg at
the end of May, during which (as well as other concerts) there will be a special performance of
‘Missa Brevis pro Urbe Quedlinburg’ followed by the formal presentation of the score to the
Bürgermeister of the town. We then have a couple of weeks to recover before travelling to Lytham
St Annes for a joint concert with the Lytham St Annes’ Choral Society. Earlier in May, our AGM will
have taken place and we shall have taken part in another ‘Conducting Day’ and I am reliably
informed that several aspiring conductors have already signed up! While all this activity is going
on, we shall be rehearsing new music for our Summer Concert at Dunton which takes place a
couple of weeks after our return from Lytham – so no rest for the wicked!
It is always nice to have some social time away from the formalities of rehearsals and concerts and
I hope that most members will be able to come to our biennial dinner at the John O’ Gaunt Golf
Club on 21st February. Our president, Brian Mack will be there as our guest and will no doubt
regale us with more tales from his professional life as a viola player and some after dinner
entertainment is (hopefully) being arranged.
I look forward to the months ahead which are exciting times for the choir and I look forward to
sharing them with you.
With very best wishes, Anne
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Helen Patmore
We had a very nice afternoon and evening at St. Paul’s Cathedral.
After lunch we got on the coach at our various pick up points, and travelled
up to London. When we got into London our coach driver pointed out a few
places of interest.
There was some time to spare when we arrived so some of us went to
Starbucks to get something to eat and drink.
After that we made our way to the cathedral, where we were greeted by the
Barnardo's organisers. We were each given a green wrist band to wear. Then
we were shown to our seats.
We had some spare time, so a few of us went to buy a programme. On the
way back we walked down the centre aisle, where all the seats were.
Just before the concert we had a brief practice. We were going to sing ‘O
Christmas Tree’.
Then the concert began. There were various children's choirs singing and
there were a few readings. We all sang some carols and the Amicis sang the
descants. Our song came right at the end. It was an amazing experience
standing at the front of such a vast and beautiful place. We seemed to be
quite small in comparison.
After the concert ended we all assembled outside and did some singing, much
to the amazement of some passers by.
Then we boarded the coach and headed for home.
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A week before Christmas, the EcoHub became a hive of activity once more as the Amicis
wove their magic for friends and family alike - and what a success it was! However, no look
back at the last concert would be complete without sharing your kind words and fond
memories so here is a selection. Many thanks for sending them in.
Dear Amicis,
Thank you for what was a wonderful Saturday. It is
hard for me to find words to say thank-you for helping
me so much with your singing and friendship at the
two concerts – it really was tremendous. Wasn’t the
children’s concert a delight? It was quite a magical
hour and so many have already said that they would
like to repeat that next year. Well, if the committee
and the rest of the choir is up for it then I am. I must
thank Kate for making all the arrangements for that
concert as well as other things that she did. And of
course I really was thrilled with Away in a Manger.
Trevor said that it was right out of the 1940s. I called
it retro music! I must admit that when I did the
arrangement I had a chuckle a couple of times and I
am so pleased I persuaded Chris Miller to conduct it.
It was a joy to listen to. I loved his comment ‘I just
raised my arms and this wonderful sound just started'.
It really was impressive.

The singing throughout was lovely and you all looked
happy and communicated this to everyone. A special
thank-you for the way you looked after Brian. I think
all the work that many of you have had to do on the
conducting days paid off. The two carols really came
off and thank-you for ‘The World’s Desire’. I know
that Brian was so full of praise for you.

As for the concert there were so many good things –
Trevor’s brilliant jazz versions of the carols – out of
this world, the ‘susanni effect’ and the way the four
singers just walked away from the hall with the sound
disappearing into the ether. I’m only sorry that
Denise, Kate, Ronnie and Anne were not in a position
to fully hear the effect they caused – another magic
Moment.

Earlier this morning I talked to Bryan Shaw. He’s had a
particularly painful weekend. He is no longer able to
take Chemo and he is now on the maximum dose of
morphine. But he was cheerful, he thought about us
on Saturday and wanted to know all about the
concert, and how Brian did and he is grateful that he
is making it to Christmas. It is sad, but makes us
realise that we all have something to be grateful for.

Then we come to Somerset Wassail. I have never
heard such choral wanton revelry by women – it was
marvellous. I saw some singers in the choir who I
never thought would be capable of such things in
public and has caused me to rethink about certain
members. I obviously could not see the audience but
I heard their wonder, enjoyment and recognition and
knew that they would applaud. It really was amazing.
I have no idea what you were all on, but keep taking
it.

I hope that you will all have a great Christmas and
here’s to a joyful musical 2015. Don’t forget to do
your best to get new members – I know it’s difficult
but please evangelise. I really look forward to seeing
you on January 8th when we will be getting ready for
the recording of Missa Brevis, Anthem for Doomed
Youth and Sing with the Spirit.

I am sure that you know that it was a good concert
and I am sure that you were as happy as I was with
everything. The one adverse thing is that I absolutely
hated to sit down in The Christmas Celebration. I
admit I am glad I did, but I still hated it. The cold is a
bit better and I’m sure that it will soon be a distant
memory.
I am sorry that a few singers were not able to be with
us because of illness and being carers. I am sure you
were with us in spirit.

Love and best wishes – always, Douglas
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Dear Amici
I hope, like me, you think that our concerts yesterday have really got you into the
Christmas spirit. Our first experience of singing with very young children was
delightful and I hope is something we might repeat in the future - and the 'Walt
Disney' rendition of 'Away in a Manger' was quite magical in its way. I know from
Kate Mingay and Chris Miller (I saw him this morning) that the children and their
parents thoroughly enjoyed the experience and there have been many favourable
comments.
I think we pulled out all the stops in our evening concert and I hope that you
weren't too exhausted by the time you got home - it was a long day for all of us,
and I'm sure Douglas appreciates, as I do, your commitment in giving up a
Saturday so close to Christmas. This was our second Christmas concert working
with the Sandy Rotary Club and I don't think they can fail to be pleased with the
result.
My thanks, as always, go to Douglas for making it all happen for us - we get such
enjoyment from our singing and I hope we shall continue to do so. Trevor as
always, was a master at the keyboard and I was mesmerised watching his hands
when he did his 'solo' spot - completely without music and off the top of his head
- how does he do that?? Derek Davies' readings and narration of 'Christmas
Celebration' added to the 'Christmas feel' of the concert and I think the audience
enjoyed singing 'Christmas is coming' - let's hope we might get some new
members from their participation.
Finally, a big 'thank you' to Kate Mingay who helped me to co-ordinate this
concert - again she did much behind the scenes to ensure that things ran
smoothly - including going out after the rehearsal to make sure that the
cloakrooms were stocked with toilet rolls before the evening performance!! At
least this year, she didn't have to clean the changing rooms ......Thanks also to
Bill White, our very loyal and hard-working vice-President who was our link with
Sandy Rotary - he always makes sure they get things organised their end.
It just remains for me to say a very happy, peaceful and joyful Christmas to you all
and I look forward to making music with you again in 2015.
With very best wishes Anne (Bunker)
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Dear Douglas
I think the choir sensed that you weren't operating at 100% and I hope that we made your job relatively
easy by following your direction and remembering everything you had instilled in us at rehearsals. I,
personally, thoroughly enjoyed the whole day - albeit a long one for a lady of maturer years!
The experience of singing with the Gamlingay First School Choir was so enjoyable and there have been
many favourable comments to me today from local people about how much they had enjoyed that
concert and how much the children had enjoyed it too. One little girl told me this evening that she'd
been very nervous but had been very excited to be singing with 'grown up ladies' and in front of so
many people. Chris Miller said he enjoyed conducting 'Away in a Manger', but his job had been made
easy because he just raised his arms and 'this wonderful sound just started'. In the future, I don't think I
will ever hear 'Away in a Manger' without thinking of Walt Disney!
You will have read what I wrote in my email to the choir about the evening concert and I don't really
think I can add more except to hope that you were pleased with our efforts. I know, for you as a
composer, it must be difficult sometimes when, in performance, something you've written doesn't
exactly match what you had envisaged, and I hope you weren't too disappointed when the odd error or
absence of correct dynamics crept in. Trevor, as always was just amazing - nothing more to add there!
Anne (Bunker - our electric chair)
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First, thank you to Douglas for making singing such a wonderful and enjoyable experience.
He is the only person I know who can tell you off (when needed) but make you laugh about
it and still get the desired effect, and continually make you want to do better. To my
fellow Amici’s, I also want to say thank you. I am a relatively new member, my 9 months is
nothing compared to some of your 37 years, but I have never felt so welcomed by any
other group I have ever belonged to. I know, compared to some, my vocal talents are not
comparable, but I just love to sing, and it is so nice to be able to do it in such a warm and
convivial atmosphere. Joining Amici is one of the best things I have ever done; having the
opportunity to sing in St Paul’s was amazing and something I will never forget.
Love from Lorraine (Axford) xx
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Dear Douglas and Carole. Thank you for more great Christmas Celebrations. I hope you're feeling
better today and enjoy a well-deserved rest over the Christmas holiday. We started off in St Paul's
Cathedral, which was an amazing experience in all sorts of ways. I did wonder when Safford's failed
to pick me up a few hundred yards from their depot! However once I'd thawed out the day continued
in the usual Amici fashion, with fun and laughter, caring and sharing and then the joy of singing in
that place. For some of us, assisting the wandsmen (and women) was a good experience too - a bit
like being churchwarden in Great Gransden - just on a larger scale! Yesterday was different again sharing with the children in the afternoon, who were a credit to Chris Miller and Kate Mingay and to
their parents, many of whom were mouthing the words in the audience! I thoroughly enjoyed the
evening concert; Trevor's surprise gift was wonderful and Michael, although yawning through his jet
lag at the back, said he particularly enjoyed the Christmas Celebration with Derek narrating - he said
he could hear him very clearly and was interested in the words. Love Jen (Wilkinson)
Dear Douglas, As I’ve been an Amici for 28 years
now, I must have sung well over a hundred concerts,
conducted by you. Happily, only three of them have
made me so worried about you that the music came
second. Saturday certainly was a very big sing and I
thought you managed incredibly, given how poorly
you felt. I was very relieved to see you using the
stool for the ‘Christmas Celebration’. I hope I have
told you how much I love “The World’s Desire”? It is
such an exquisite setting of really beautiful words. It
was fascinating watching Brian conducting it! The
look on his face as we followed his pause was
wonderful, bless him. With much love,
Elizabeth (Gammell) x

Dear Douglas, I just wanted to say a huge thank
you to you for all your efforts and dedication to the
Amici to ensure our concert went well. I know you
were struggling with health issues and I, and I am
sure, every other Amici member, really do
appreciate everything. I personally thoroughly
enjoyed both concerts and tried to sing my best,
not only for the benefit of the audience, but to,
hopefully, make you proud of us and make all your
hard work worthwhile. With best wishes.
Molina (Pettet)

Dear Douglas. Thank you for another, for
me, amazing Amici experience. I enjoyed
both concerts and it was a pleasure to see
how you worked with the school children.
I particularly enjoyed ‘A Christmas
Celebration’ and Carole’s Pandemonium
cameo!! I’d also like to thank you and
Carole for the whole team. I know I would
not be feeling so festive now if I had not
had Thursday nights to lift my spirits. I’m
looking forward to another Amici year
already! Love and Best wishes.
M

Dear Douglas, Thank you so much for
yesterday’s wonderful concert. Even from
a sitting position, you are so reliable and
inspirational. I loved every bit, especially
the Christmas Celebration. With love to
you and Carole.

Stella Ryser Lopez (friends with Maggie Vicarage) commented on Facebook:
“It was a lovely evening, Maggie - really enjoyed my first experience of the Amici - what a great choir a beautiful sound and a terrific programme - I am well and truly in the Christmas mood now!”
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Thank you for all your help and advice in
answering our questions last time. We
found the answers very helpful and
informative. However, I wonder if you
could help us with a few more questions
please:

I stand next to someone at choir who sings a
different voice part from me. The problem
is I find it distracting at times and struggle
to keep to my own line. Please do you have
any advice on how I can ‘blank them out ‘
enough to focus on what I am trying to do?
It really is a combination of confidence and
really knowing your own part. What you must
never do is to ‘blank them out.’ It is important
to know how your part fits in with the others –
whether or not they are next to you or are far
away. You will know that from time to time
when we sing something like a round I will
number the choir 1-4 (in the case of a 4-part
round). This is a simple way of getting used to
being next to another part. This teaches you to
listen and to blend in. Blending is the key. What
you must never do is to try to sing louder than
the person next to you, whether they are
singing your part or another. Listening is also
important and will help you to hear how your
part fits in with the other sections. In this way
you will improve your listening and musical skills
and so grow in confidence, which I mentioned at
the start of the answer.

Having a few lessons is one way of knowing
more about music. At rehearsals so much is
mentioned about the music and the mood
and meaning of the piece, which is why, as
mentioned above, it is important to bring a
pencil to rehearsals and mark your music.
If professionals do this, it is even more
important that amateurs do the same.
Tempo changes are usually noted in the
score, and as for knowing the tempos when
practising by yourself, then the teaching
tracks will give the answers. You need to
listen to these tracks frequently.

Here are some top tips to help you:-
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Please can you share any tips on how to commit a piece to memory and what are the main
advantages of doing so? I have noticed that some choirs perform a lot without music,
whereas we don’t quite so much. Is it just a case of learning it by rote?
Look carefully at the music and analyse it. Here
are some questions you need to answer:

If there is a mistake note it immediately and
check it with the music and teaching track.

Are there any sections that are repeated? Is there
a note pattern repeated higher or lower? This is
called a sequence. Are there any tempo changes?
Are there any parts in unison? Is there a section
with difficult jumps (intervals)? Are there dynamic
variations? Where are the breathing places? What
is the mood of the music? Does the mood change?
What are the correct vowel sounds? Where are
final consonants to be placed? (These are also the
reasons why you should mark your music during
rehearsals.) BUT, before memorising, make sure
that you know your music and are able to sing it
with confidence.

That not only means singing it out loud, but
also ‘thinking it’ and keeping the sounds in
your head and ear. Hearing music in this way
helps enormously. I often sit down in a
darkened room as I find it really aids the
concentration and memory.

Always pay attention to the notes, rhythm,
dynamics, phrasing, tone and words.

Another valuable tip is to try to memorise the
music at choir rehearsals. It also helps to
listen carefully and follow the music when
another section is being rehearsed. Memory
is not really something to do at the end after
a piece has been learned.

Often a key to memorising the music is to know by
heart the words. So often the words recall the
notes. When you think you know the words, try
writing them out from memory.
When practising the song do not always start at
the beginning. Take the opening just 2 or 4 bars
and after singing it a few times, you should be able
to sing it from memory. (If you know enough
about music, can you write your part out?)

I also find it useful to think of music before
going to sleep at night. When memorising try
to ‘see’ how the music looks on the page.
‘Seeing’ the music in this way can be so
helpful.

There are a number of reasons for
memorising the music such as
♫ You can pay full attention to the
conductor
♫ It helps fluency

Then slowly over the next few days, add more to
your memory bank – but do not rush it. Even if
you manage only a bar a day, this is progress. By
working at this you should find that you will be
able to memorise larger ‘chunks.’ It always helps
to do all this regularly and if possible daily – just a
bit. It really doesn’t work to leave it for many days
and then try to cram it in in a couple of hours.
Now if there is a passage that is causing memory
problems, isolate that passage and work at it.
When you think you have mastered it, start a few
notes before that passage and see if you can go
through it.

♫ It gives confidence
♫ It helps with communicating to the
audience, conductor and fellow members
♫ It helps you to tell the story because the
audience can see your face which is not
constantly looking down at the music
♫ Body language is not inhibited because
you are not holding the music
♫ You can fully concentrate on performance
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Please do you have any advice about preserving my voice? I always look
forward to our rehearsals but I seem to be prone to sore throats and I’ve
noticed they appear worse during term time.
♫ Do not abuse your speaking voice by shouting or yelling (at your husband, partner or
friend). Having to shout in a noisy environment will not do you any favours.
♫ If you think whispering will help a tired voice, think again. Whispering does not help as
when you do this the vocal folds (cords) slam together and can do damage.
♫ Sip water throughout the day and when rehearsing. It really is no good only drinking full
glasses just before a rehearsal. Hydration should be a priority throughout the day so do it
regularly. Recent evidence suggests that pure apple juice helps. Staying hydrated is
essential and tests have shown that a number of people are dehydrated. Alcohol (which
can dull the senses), tea, coffee dehydrates.
♫ Citrus drinks (even slices of lemon or lime), actually takes away from the vocal cords their
natural lubricating mucous.
♫ Milk products are a ‘no-no’ before rehearsals as they increase phlegm production.
Incidentally milk and orange juice can cause a build-up of unwanted mucous. Too much
unwanted mucous will cause you to constantly clear your throat, which is a shortcut to
extreme dryness of vocal folds (cords).
♫ Spicy food (curries) can irritate the vocal folds.
♫ And a reminder that smoking seriously affects your voice as the smoke dries the vocal
folds and so affects the tonal quality of your voice and will cause long-term damage. Rest
if you can before rehearsals – tired bodies and minds cause tension which affects the
voice. Relax – and that is why we do a physical warm up before rehearsing. BUT, you need
to do this daily, not once a week at rehearsals.
♫ Try to do some daily exercise – if you are sluggish then this will cause vocal problems;
swimming is an excellent way of exercising.
♫ Poor breathing and poor breath control cause vocal problems.
♫ Poor posture in sitting (especially with crossed legs) and standing does not help. The
Alexander technique or Pilates is very beneficial.
♫ If you do have a sore throat, honey in warm water is so much better than strong menthol
throat sweets which can actually be very irritable to the soft tissue in your throat.
♫ In cold winter months it is advisable to keep the neck warm by wearing a scarf. Cold air and
changeable weather can be very bad for your voice.
♫ At home when practising please do warm up exercises – body and vocal.
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This month I have been getting to know
Carole Lindsay-Douglas

How long have you been an Amici?
This may seem a strange answer, but actually only for about 15 years. Prior to that
Douglas always felt that I didn’t blend with the other voices, except in Sop 2 or Alto. I
sang those parts when the choir toured. However, I am happiest in the Sop I range and I
try to keep myself in check these days. Having said all that, it was actually my idea to
form a women’s choir in the first place and so I have always been involved in duplicating
music, preparing posters and tickets and in taking the odd rehearsal when Douglas hasn’t
been available. I also cut out all the pieces for our very first uniform blouses which each
member of the choir then made up at home!

Have you always lived in this area?

I was born in Norfolk, did teacher training in Yorkshire and when Douglas and I first got
married we lived in West Ealing (London) before moving out to Clifton, Beds., and then to
Potton (for the last 40 years).

Where in the world would you like to travel to that you haven’t visited before?
Australia and South America.

What is your favourite place?
Home – but apart from that, it’s so hard to pick out a single destination, as just
about everywhere has something worth revisiting.

Who would you most like to have a cup of tea with?
Anyone and everyone.

What is your favourite food?
Chocolate – if you classify that as a ‘food’. Otherwise I like most kinds of fish.
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Tell us about your favourite hobbies
I am so lucky that my work (music publishing) is part of my hobby (music), so it doesn’t
feel like work. Of course the Amici Singers is also a hobby as well as The Ensemble of
Friends, a chamber choir. I am also interested in antiques and searching out the odd
bargain. Nowadays, I am also a radio DJ with Biggles FM (Mondays 10 am ‘til 1 pm) and
Wednesdays (2 pm to 5 pm) which is a newly acquired skill, and I operate the studio for
the Friday evening show (7 pm to 10 pm) and for Douglas’s show on a Sunday afternoon
(3 pm to 5 pm). I still have responsibility for the secretarial work connected with the
Schools Music Association of Great Britain (which is now part of the Incorporated Society
of Musicians). I edit and distribute their termly magazine and organise training events for
them. I don’t have a lot of spare time otherwise.

What book have you read recently?
‘The Flight’ by M R Hall (very scary).

What makes you laugh out loud?
It’s entirely dependent upon the circumstances. Generally I can’t stand slapstick, but nearly
always appreciate any clever play on words.

What is your favourite colour?
Don’t really have one – again it’s context dependent.

Do you have any pets?
No – though I had budgies and goldfish as a child.

Please describe yourself in just three words
Busy, enthusiastic, happy.

Share something that most people wouldn’t know about you?
Growing up, I thought I wanted to be a policewoman, however didn’t grow tall enough. (They
had height requirements in those days.)
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What is your treasured childhood memory?
Days out in Gt Yarmouth with my sister and parents.

What piece of advice would you give to your teenage self?
Don’t worry about things you can’t control and remember, there’s no ‘magic’ you just have
to get on and do things yourself.

What is your greatest challenge?
Keeping up with Douglas.

What has been your greatest achievement?
Everything! My life has been totally unplanned and I am constantly amazed when projects
succeed – mainly thanks to the goodwill and co-operation of others – especially Douglas, who
is a constant inspiration.

Who has provided your greatest inspiration?
See previous answer.

Who is your favourite composer?
Coombes, Rachmaninov, Brahms, Bach, Bernstein, Bacharach, Barry, etc., etc.

What do you consider to be your favourite song?
There are so many – probably easier to say which is my least favourite – and a great
contender for that has to be ‘John Barleycorn’.
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And in case anyone did not receive
my thanks etc., regarding the
surprise party on January 3rd
here’s my e-mail:

My Dear Amicis,
Many, many thanks for making the party so
memorable yesterday. It is something I shall
not forget. When I entered the room I was so
surprised to see it full of friends and then I
noticed more people in the corridor and then
in the kitchen. It really was such a moving
moment and an incredible way to celebrate a
birthday.
I have had so many cards and letters that it is
just impossible to thank everyone so please
accept my thanks now. It really was an Amici
’do’ in the finest sense and made me realise
how fortunate I am in being able to work and
make music with you all. Some of you
travelled some distance which made it even
more special.
I am so grateful to Bill and Ronnie for
opening their home and making this happen.
It really was a very happy and quite
extraordinary time – one to really cherish –
thank-you.
And so on to 2015 and we have a very exciting
year ahead what with the recording, the
dinner, the conducting day, Quedlinburg and
the visit to Lytham St Annes. As you know
we start again this Thursday – January 8th
and the music we will initially be working at is
revising the Missa Brevis, the Spirituals and
Anthem for Doomed Youth in readiness for
the February recording. You still have that
music which obviously you keep but please
return all other music including the Christmas
music on Thursday.
Thank-you once again for everything; I am so
proud to be your M.D.
Very, very best wishes, Douglas

VARIATIONS ON BIGGLES FM 104.8
3.00 - 5.00 PM - SUNDAY MARCH 1 2015
On March 1st 2015, Variations, the classical
music programme I present on Biggles FM
104.8 will be the 200th edition. For the
100th Variations which went out on March
31st 2013, the programme consisted of
music which listeners voted for. So for the
200th edition I would like to do the same
and find out the most popular classical
pieces of music. So vote for your three
favourite pieces and send them in by e-mail
to studio@bigglesfm.com or by text 07710
457495 or post your votes on the Biggles FM
Facebook page. You can choose music
from the orchestral, chamber, opera,
operetta, choral and the film repertoire quite a wide choice.
For your interest for the 100th programme
the music voted for was:1.
2.
3.
4.

Pachabel Canon
Rachmaninov Piano Concerto No. 2
Mozart Eine Kleine Nachtmusik
Beethoven Moonlight Sonata
(1st movement)
5. Handel Hallelujah Chorus (Messiah)
6. Vivaldi Spring (The four seasons)
7. Beethoven Symphony No 5
8. Elgar Nimrod (Enigma)
9. Verdi Chorus of Hebrew Slaves
(Nabucco)
10. Bruch Violin Concerto No 1
11. Beethoven Ode to Joy (Symphony No 9
‘Choral’)
12. Strauss II Blue Danube Waltz
13. Bizet Au fond du temple saint
(the famous duet from The Pearl Fishers)
14. Strauss I Radetsky March
So even if you are not a regular listener or
you never listen, I would appreciate if you
could find the time to vote for three pieces
as it would give me an idea of the most
popular classical pieces.
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Saturday 21st February
CD Recording
Gamlingay Baptist Church
Arrive 9.45 am for a prompt 10 am start
Finish 4 pm
♪ Hot drinks will be provided but please
bring a packed lunch
♪ Please wear your informal ‘green
uniform’
♪ For further details please refer to your
AmiciMemo sent on 14�� January
Amici Dinner
John O’Gaunt Golf Club
7 pm for 7.30 pm

Saturday 18th April
Quedlinburg Rehearsal Day
St. Peter’s Church, Biggleswade
10 am - 4 pm
♪ Hot drinks will be provided but please
bring a packed lunch
♪ Please wear your informal ‘green
uniform’
Saturday 16th May
Conducting Day
Trinity Methodist Church,
Shortmead Street, Biggleswade
Please wear your informal ‘green uniform’
for rehearsal and concert uniform for
performance.
Further details to follow
Tuesday 26th - Sunday 31st May
Quedlinburg Tour
Arrangements are being finalised
There is still some availability
£175 payable by 5�� February and 5�� March
For further details please refer to your
AmiciMemo sent on 14�� January
Saturday 13th - Sunday 14th June
Visit to Lytham St. Annes
Further details to follow
Saturday 27th June
Summer Concert
Dunton Parish Church
Further details to follow
Saturday 12th December
Christmas Concert
Gamlingay EcoHub
Further details to follow

Well I'm not sixteen, nor a beauty queen,
Not a music reader, I'm a follower, not a leader,
But if that's a reason that you don't want me
Then Amicis you are not!
I can't sing piano that's cause I'm soprano,
Forte is a no-no, and I can't sing solo,
But if that's a reason that you don't want me
Then Amicis you are not!
If you don't think I blend, this relationship must end,
If you don't think I hold a tune, I'll be leaving pretty soon.
If you wanna younger singer, I wish you well D.C.
Cuz if you can't hear my musical tones
Then you ain't havin' me.
I got cellulite and aching feet
My thighs kinda jiggle when we warm up with a wiggle,
But if that's the reason that you don't want me
Then Amicis you are not!
My tummy has spread, though I'm not overfed,
It's just the deep breathing and results of training,
But if that's the reason that you don't want me
Then Amicis you are not!
See I'm no longer desperate, I'll only sing with you
If you have the smarts to see I'm alto through and through!
If you wanna younger singer I wish you well D.C.
Cos if you can't hear my musical tones
Then you ain't havin' me
Older ladies, older ladies, older ladies are divine.
I've got a wobbly voice, but that's not my choice,
I want to sing fast but my breath won't last,
But if that's the reason that you don't want me
Then Amicis you are not!
Well I can't keep the beat unless I tap my feet!
What's D.C. for? I don't look up anymore,
And if that's the reason that you don't want me
Then Amicis you are not.
If you don't think I blend, this relationship must end.
If you don't think I hold a tune, I'll be leaving end of June.
If you want a younger singer, I wish you well D.C.
Cause if you can't hear my musical tones
Then you ain't havin' me.
Older ladies, older ladies, older ladies are divine.
Older ladies, older ladies, older ladies (What are we ladies?)
We're divine!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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I hope you enjoyed the selection of puzzles and brainteasers in the last edition but
how did you get on? Here are the solutions:
Wordsearch

Did you find the two mystery words?.. Music and Singing!
MatchWord
Hair

Slide

Rule

Wrist

Watch

Tower

Brown

Bread

Bin

Green

Grass

Cutter

Tap

Water

Filter

Bulgar

Wheat

Flakes

Oven

Glove

Puppet

Tall

Story

Teller

Freshly

Baked

Beans

Gentle

Giant

Panda

TrackWord

Sudoku

Chorister

9 2 8 3 7 4 1 6 5
5 3 6 9 2 1 8 7 4
4 1 7 8 5 6 3 2 9

There were a total
of 202 words you
could have found in
the last puzzle.
A full list is available
on request.

8 7 4 2 1 9 5
1 5 9 7 6 3 4
3 6 2 5 4 8 9
6 8 5 1 9 2 7
2 9 1 4 3 7 6
7 4 3 6 8 5 2

3 6
8 2
1 7

4 3
5 8
9 1
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Bach
Beethoven
Bizet
Brahms
Elgar
Handel
Liszt
Mendelssohn
Mozart
Puccini
Rachmaninov
Rossini
Strauss
Tchaikovsky
Vivaldi
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“Music gives a soul to the universe, wings to the mind,
flight to the imagination and life to everything”
Plato, Greek Philosopher

Market
Funny
Sonic
Head
Football
Tongue
Cling
Pencil
Text
Brick

____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____

Crier
Dry

6

Town

7

Light
Down
Strip
Balloon
Worm

9
7

Spirit

3
8

9 Letter Clue: Slide
5
Making sure you use the
centre square, how many
words can you find?
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Flower
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